
BAUTZ DEVELOPMENTAL INTERVENTION, INC.  
Phone: (708) 478-1820 

The beginning of each school year can pose new challenges for parents, children and teachers alike. 
As we navigate through this new norm of learning, you may notice your child having difficulties 
adjusting to this novel format. By completing the checklist below, we can begin to identify underlying 
areas that may be impacting your child’s ability to reach their full potential. 

Child’s Name__________________________________________________             DOB____________________________________________________ 

Parent’s Name________________________________________________           Phone Number________________________________________ 

Teacher’s Name_______________________________________________        Date________________________________________________

⎔ Rushes through work  

⎔ Poor posture (slouches/w sits/
props) 
⎔ Poor coordination  

⎔ Falls/trips frequently/loses  
     balance 

⎔ Aggressive 

⎔ Distractible/quickly loses focus 

⎔ Frequently bumps into others or 
objects 

⎔ Watches peers before trying to    
participate                   

⎔ Impulsive 

⎔ Difficulty navigating classroom 
changes or transitions  

⎔ Decreased participation in 
movement tasks  

⎔ Seeks or avoids Auditory sounds 

(covers ears, makes sounds) 

⎔ Seeks or avoids Movement (fidgety,     

always moving, hesitates with 
movement) 

⎔ Seeks or avoids Smell (seeks out 

smelling objects, sensitive to smells) 

⎔ Seeks or avoids Touch (bumps into 

others, dislikes touch, poor personal 
space) 

⎔ Seeks or avoids Sights (stares at 

objects, covers eyes, head down, rubs 
eyes) 

⎔ Frequently chews on clothing or 

objects 

⎔ Poor separation from caregiver  

We would love to work with you to provide the necessary accommodations and offer support to help 
you and your child succeed! 

Contact BDI Playhouse (708) 478-1820 or visit our website www.bdiplayhouse.com to schedule a 
FREE screening via zoom or in person at our clinic. 

⎔ Difficulty speaking up for self  

⎔ Difficult to understand 

⎔ Controlling 

⎔ Difficulty with reading  

⎔ Difficulty with word finding 

⎔ Off-topic comments/responses 

⎔ Difficulty with conversation 

exchanges 

⎔ Unexpected emotional responses 

⎔ Additional response time 

required 

⎔ Difficulty completing tasks 

⎔ Difficulty with puzzles 

⎔ Difficulty organizing materials 

⎔ Difficulty holding a pencil 

⎔ Difficulty with writing 

Other Questions or Concerns:

Observed Challenges Checklist for Parents  

http://www.bdiplayhouse.com



